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ABSTRACT

A pump assembly including an electric motor having a Stator
and a rotor, and an electrical or electronic motor control

component having a major Surface and at least one minor
Surface, the major Surface having a larger Surface area than
the minor Surface or Surfaces, wherein the electrical or
electronic motor control component is mounted Such that the
major Surface of the electrical or electronic motor control
component extends generally parallel to an axis of rotation
of the motor rotor.
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0003) When designing a pump assembly for use in an
automotive vehicle, for example for pumping coolant Such
as water around an internal combustion engine, there are
various factors to be taken into consideration. Space in the
engine compartment of an automotive vehicle is limited, and
therefore it is desirable to provide a pump assembly which
is as compact as possible. Moreover, where the pump is
driven by an electric motor Such as a brushleSS motor, it is
necessary to provide an electronic control unit to control
operation of the motor. Such an electronic control unit
generates heat when in use, and thus it is desirable to provide
Some means of cooling the control unit. Finally, it is desir
able to minimise the cost of manufacturing the pump assem
bly by producing a pump assembly that has a reduced
number of component parts which are quick and easy to

0008. By virtue of mounting one or more electrical or
electronic motor control component of the motor controller
on the Sealing assembly, i.e. within the overall volume
occupied by the pump assembly, a compact pump assembly
may be produced.
0009 Preferably at least the portion of the sealing assem
bly on which the electrical or electronic motor control
component is mounted is metallic. In this case the portion of
the Sealing assembly on which the electrical or electronic
motor control component is mounted may be made from
aluminium. The Sealing assembly may thus act as a sink for
heat emitted by the electrical or electronic motor control
component and hence assist in cooling the motor controller.
0010. The portion of the sealing assembly on which the
electrical or electronic motor control component is mounted
may be tubular and enclose a generally cylindrical Space in
which a portion of the motor rotor is located. In this case,
preferably the electrical or electronic motor control compo
nent is mounted on an exterior Surface of the Sealing
assembly.
0011 Preferably the electrical or electronic motor control
component is mounted in an axially extending receSS pro
Vided in the Sealing assembly. By locating the electrical or
electronic motor control component in a receSS, a greater
Surface area of the Sealing assembly is presented to the
electrical or electronic motor control component, and hence
absorption of heat emitted from the electrical or electronic
motor control component by the Sealing assembly may be

assemble.

increased.
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0001. This application claims priority to United Kingdom
Patent Application No. 0420415.2 filed Sep. 14, 2005, the
entire disclosure of which is incorporated herein by refer
CCC.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

0002 The present invention relates to a pump assembly,
particularly, but not exclusively, to a water pump and
brushless DC motor assembly for use in an automotive
vehicle.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0004. According to a first aspect of the invention we
provide a pump assembly including an electric motor having
a Stator and a rotor, and an electrical motor control compo
nent having a major Surface and at least one minor Surface,
the major Surface having a larger Surface area than the minor
Surface or Surfaces, wherein the electrical or electronic

motor control component is mounted Such that the major
Surface of the electrical or electronic motor control compo
nent extends generally parallel to an axis of rotation of the
motor rotor.

0005. By virtue of the invention, a smaller surface area of
the electrical or electrical or electronic motor control com

ponent faces the motor Stator, and thus the electrical or
electronic motor control component may absorb less of the
heat emitted by the motor Stator when in use.
0006 Preferable the electrical or electronic motor control
component is elongate, a longitudinal axis of the electrical
or electronic motor control component extended generally
parallel to an axis of rotation of the motor rotor.
0007 Preferably the pump assembly includes a pump
chamber in which is mounted a pumping element, move
ment of the pumping element in the pump chamber causing
pumping of fluid in the pump chamber, and a Sealing
assembly which extends in between the pump chamber and
the motor stator to prevent fluid in the pump chamber from
contacting the motor Stator, the electronic control compo
nent which is mounted Such that a longitudinal axis of the
electrical or electronic motor control component extends
generally parallel to an axis of rotation of the motor rotor
being mounted on the Sealing assembly.

0012) In this case, the receSS may be a reentrant channel.
0013 More than one electrical or electronic motor con
trol component may be located in a Single receSS.
0014. The electrical or electronic motor control compo
nent may be retained in the receSS by means of a Spring clip.
The use of a Spring clip ensures that assembly of the motor
is relatively Straightforward.
0015 The portion of the sealing assembly on which the
electrical or electronic motor control component is mounted
is preferably in contact with pumped fluid So that the
pumped fluid may cool the Sealing assembly and hence also
the electrical or electronic motor control component
mounted on the Sealing assembly.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0016. An embodiment of the invention will now be
described, by way of example only, with reference to the
accompanying figures, of which:
0017 FIG. 1 is an illustrative cross-sectional view
through a pump assembly according to the invention,
0018 FIG. 2 is an illustrative cross-sectional view
through the Sealing assembly, i.e. partition plate, Sealing part
and static shaft of the pump assembly of FIG. 1,
0019 FIG. 3 is an illustrative perspective view of the
sealing assembly of FIG. 2,
0020 FIG. 4 is an illustrative perspective view of the
partition plate of the pump assembly of FIG. 1 from below,
0021 FIG. 5 is an illustrative perspective view of the
partition plate of the pump assembly of FIG. 1 from above,
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0022 FIG. 6 is an illustrative perspective view of the
volute of the pump assembly of FIG. 1 from below,
0023 FIG. 7 is an illustrative longitudinal cross-sec
tional view through the pumping element and rotor of the
pump assembly of FIG. 1,
0024 FIG. 8 is an illustrative perspective view of the
pumping element and rotor of FIG. 7,
0025 FIG. 9 is an illustrative perspective view of the
shaft of the pump assembly of FIG. 1,
0026 FIG. 10 is an illustrative perspective view of the
pump assembly of FIG. 1 viewed from below, and
0027 FIG. 11 is an illustrative perspective view of the
pump assembly of FIG. 1 viewed from above,
0028 FIG. 12 is an illustrative transverse cross-section
through part of the attachment portion of the partition plate
of FIG. 4, and

0029 FIG. 13 is an illustrative perspective view of the
part of the attachment portion of FIG. 12.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION

0030) Referring now to the figures, there is shown a pump
assembly 10 including a motor 12 and a pumping element
14, in this example a pump impeller, which is mounted for
rotation in a pump chamber 16, rotation of the impeller
causing pumping of fluid in the pump chamber 16. The
impeller 14 is of conventional configuration, and is provided
with a top cap 14.a which includes a nose portion which has
an axially extending wall which encloses a generally cylin
drical Space. The pump assembly 10 also includes a pump
housing 18 which has two parts, namely a volute 20 which
encloses the impeller 14 and a motor housing 22 which
encloses the motor 12. A generally circular partition plate 24
is provided to separate the volume enclosed by the volute 20
from the Volume enclosed by the motor housing 22, the
pump chamber thus being enclosed by the partition plate 24
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magnets 32a which are arranged around the rotor 26 orien
tated axially with respect to the rotor 26, and a cylindrical
iron yoke 32b around an exterior surface of which the
magnets 32a arranged.
0033. The rotor 26 is supported on a static shaft 34 which
extends axially along and generally centrally of the rotor 26.
A first end 34a of the shaft 34 has a larger diameter than the
remainder of the shaft 34, and the end portion is retained in
an aperture provided in a Stiffener plate 23 which is mounted
in the motor housing 22, whilst a second end 34b of the shaft
34 extends into the connecting portion 30 of the rotor 26.
The stiffener plate 23 is made from steel, and assists to
prevent deformation of the housing 18 under the forces
exerted by the pumped fluid on the rotor 26. The shaft 34 is
received in an aperture in the Stiffener plated 23 in an
interference fit, and the Stiffener plate 23 is also engaged
with the motor housing 22 in an interference fit.
0034) The rotor 26 is provided with a bearing 36 which
is mounted on an interior Surface of the iron yoke 32b and
which engages with the Smaller diameter portion of the shaft
34 to support the rotor 26 whilst permitting rotation of the
rotor 26 about the shaft 34. As the first end 34a has a larger
diameter than the remainder of the shaft 34, and the bearing
36 is engaged with the Smaller diameter portion of the shaft
34, the larger diameter portion 34a Supports the bearing 36
and ensures that the bearing 36 cannot move axially down
wardly relative to the shaft 34. A collar part 38 is mounted
around the second end 34b of the shaft 34 and engages with
the shaft 34 in an interference fit and with the bearing 36 to
restrict axial movement of the rotor 26 with respect to the
shaft 34. Mounting the rotor 26 on a static shaft 34 on a
Single bearing 36 ensures that frictional losses between the
rotor 26 and the shaft 34 are minimised and that the rotor 26

has relatively low inertia.
0035. The stator 28 is of conventional construction and
includes a plurality of cores made from a magnetizable
material around with are wound coils of an electrically

and the volute 20. The volute 20 is of conventional con

conductive wire.

figuration and includes an inlet 20a which extends along the
axis of rotation of the impeller 14, and an outlet 20b which
extends generally radially of the impeller 14. Both the inlet
20a and outlet 20b have a generally circular cross-section,
and to reduce energy losses in fluid passing from the pump

0036) There is a gap between the connecting portion 30
of the rotor and the partition plate 24 so that a portion of the
high pressure fluid within the pump chamber 16 is driven
into the motor housing 22 around the rotor 26 and thus
assists in cooling the motor 12 and bearing 36 and lubricat
ing the bearing 36.
0037. In this example, the diameter of the aperture in the
partition plate 24 through which the connecting portion 30
of the rotor 26 extends is significantly larger than the outer
diameter of the connecting portion 30. The connecting
portion 30 is, however, provided with a radially outwardly
extending fin formation 42 which is of substantially the
Same thickness as the connecting portion 30 and which
locally increases the diameter of the connecting portion 30
within the aperture in the partition plate 24 to Substantially
the same diameter as the nose portion of the impeller top cap
14a. Configuring the fin formation 42 such that the diameter
of the fin formation 42 is approximately equal to the outer
diameter of the nose portion of the impeller top cap 14a,
ensures that the axial forces exerted by the high preSSure
fluid in the pump chamber 16 are balanced, and therefore
there is no net axial thrust exerted on the impeller 14.

chamber 16 into the outlet 20b as a result of the transition

from an open chamber into a cylindrical tube, a receSS 58 is
provided in the Surface of the partition plate 24 adjacent the
outlet 20b into which a corresponding formation 58' of the
pump volute 20, which extends the generally circular croSS
Section of the outlet 20b into the volute, fits in use.

0031. The motor 12 includes a rotor 26 and stator 28,
both of which are mounted in the motor housing 22. The
rotor 26 is connected to and coaxial with the impeller 14
Such that activation of the motor 12 causes rotation of the

impeller 14 in the pump chamber 16, and hence pumping of
fluid in the pump chamber 16.
0.032 The rotor 26 includes a magnet assembly 32 and
generally cylindrical connecting portion 30 which connects
the magnet assembly 32 and the impeller 14 and which
extends through an aperture in the partition plate 24 to the
impeller 14. The magnet assembly 32 includes a plurality of
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0.038 High pressure fluid within the pump chamber 16
will flow both towards the inlet 20a through the gap between
the volute 20 and the impeller nose portion and into the
motor housing 22.
0039. A generally circular ridge formation 24b extends
from the partition plate 24 around the impeller 14. Flow of
fluid from the pump chamber 16 into the motor housing 22
is thus dictated by the spacing of the impeller 14 from the
ridge 24b and the partition plate 24 and the Spacing of the fin
formation 42 from the partition plate 24, which are typically
of the order of 0.5 mm.

0040. Two grooves 34c are provided in the radially
outwardly extending surface of the shaft 34 between the
larger diameter first end 34a and the adjacent Smaller
diameter portion of the shaft 34, on which the bearing 36 is
supported. The two grooves 34c extend radially outwardly
of the shaft 34, and rotation of the bearing 36 around the
shaft 34 causes fluid in the rotor chamber 41 to be drawn

along the grooves 34c radially inwardly of the shaft 34,
between the shaft 34 and the bearing 36 to cool and lubricate
the bearing, over the second end 34b of the shaft 34 and back
into the pump chamber 16 via a central aperture in the
impeller 14.
0041) A sealing part 40, which, in this example, com
prises a tube wall enclosing a generally cylindrical Space
hereinafter referred to as the rotor chamber 41, is mounted
around the rotor 26, between the rotor 26 and the stator 28

to prevent fluid from the pump chamber 16 from coming into
contact with the stator 28. The sealing part 40 is provided at
a first end with a radially inwardly extending closure for
mation 4.0a which engages with the shaft 34 between the
bearing 36 and the first end 34a of the shaft 34. An opposite
end 40b of the Sealing part 40 engages with a generally
tubular attachment portion 24c of the partition plate 24. The
attachment portion 24c extends from the edge of the aperture
in the partition plate 24 towards the magnet assembly 32 and
enclosing a generally cylindrical Space.
0042. The motor 12 is a brushless D.C. motor, and
operation of the motor 12 is controlled by an electronic
control unit (ECU) 44. Power is supplied to the ECU 44 via
electrical connectors 45 which are mounted on the exterior

of the motor housing 22, and in this example, an electrical
filter 29 for filtering the electrical current to the ECU 44 is
mounted in the motor housing 22 adjacent the Stator 28. AS
the stator 28 is of a smaller diameter than the diameter of the

partition plate 24, the motor housing 22 includes a larger
diameter portion which is mounted around the partition plate
24, and a Smaller diameter portion which encloses the Stator
28 and electrical filter 29. The electrical connectors 45 may
thus be mounted on the portion of the motor housing 22
which extends generally parallel to the partition plate 24
between the larger diameter portion and the Smaller diameter
portion, in order to maintain a compact pump assembly 10
configuration.
0043. The ECU 44 is mounted on the partition plate 24 on
the motor housing 22 Side of the plate 24 around the aperture
through which the rotor 26 extends. Thus, the electrical or
electronic motor control components that comprise the ECU
44 are arranged in a generally annular array around the rotor
26. The partition plate 24 is made from cast aluminium, and
acts as a heat Sink for heat generated by the ECU 44, and is
cooled by fluid within the pump chamber 16. Moreover,
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mounting the ECU 44 within the pump housing 18 on the
partition plate 24 may assist in reducing the Overall Volume
of the pump assembly 10.
0044) The main heat generating components of the ECU
44. Such as transistors are mounted in axially extending
recesses 24f provided around the exterior Surface of the
attachment portion 24c of the partition plate 24 with their

major (i.e. largest Surface area) Surfaces extending parallel
to the axis of rotation A of the rotor 26. Where these

components are elongate, ideally they are arranged with
their longitudinal axes extending parallel to the axis of
rotation A of the rotor 26.

0045. In this example, the attachment portion 24c is
profiled Such that each receSS 24f is a re-entrant channel in
order to restrict radial movement of an electrical or elec

tronic motor control component in a receSS 24f. The elec
trical or electronic motor control components may be
retained in the recesses 24f by means of a simple Spring clip
25, which engages with the reentrant formations. More than
one electrical or electronic motor control component may be
located in each receSS 24f.
0046. As mentioned above, a portion of the fluid in the
pump chamber 16 is diverted into the rotor chamber 41 past
the attachment portion 24c. The thickness of the attachment
portion 24c is considerably less than that of the remainder of
the partition plate 24, So cooling of components mounted on
the attachment portion 24c by pumped fluid may be more
efficient than cooling of components mounted on the
remainder of the partition plate 24.
0047. By virtue of arranging such electrical or electronic
motor control components axially relative to the motor 12,
a Smaller Surface area of the component faces the Stator 28
than if the component were mounted generally flat on the
radially extending face of the partition plate 24. Thus, by
Virtue of this arrangement, less of the heat radiated by the
stator 28 may be absorbed by the component, and therefore
this arrangement may assist in maintaining the temperature
of the ECU 44 as low as possible.
0048. In this embodiment of the invention, the volute 20
is asymmetric, and the inlet 20a does not extend centrally of
the volute 20. As the inlet 20a extends coaxially with the
impeller 14 and hence also the motor rotor 26, it will be
appreciated that the impeller 14 and rotor 26 also do not
extend centrally of the pump housing 18. Similarly, the
aperture through the partition plate 24 is not located cen
trally of the partition plate 24, and there is a larger area 24a
of partition plate 24 on one side of the aperture.
0049. By virtue of this asymmetrical arrangement, further
heat generating electrical or electronic motor control com
ponents of the ECU 44 may be concentrated on the larger
area 24a of the partition plate 24. The outlet 20b from the
volute 20 is located above this larger area 24a of the partition
plate 24, and thus the area of the partition plate 24 Support
ing these heat generating electrical or electronic motor
control components of the ECU is cooled by high preSSure
fluid at the pump outlet 20b. This arrangement may further
assist in cooling the ECU 44.
0050 Cooling of the ECU 44 may be further improved by
providing features on the Surface of the partition plate 24
adjacent the outlet 20b which induce turbulence in fluid
passing to the outlet 20b. Such features could be a plurality
of ridges.
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0051. The method of manufacturing the pump assembly
10 will now be described.

0.052 In this example, the rotor 26 and impeller 14 are
integrally constructed as a one-piece rotor assembly by
injection moulding of a polymer around the magnet assem
bly 32 and bearing 36. The bearing 36 is mounted in a mould
cavity, one end of the bearing 36 engaged with a tool Such
that the bearing 36 is supported within the mould cavity.
0053. The magnets 32a are mounted around the yoke 32b
and glued in place. The yoke 32b includes a radially
outwardly extending shoulder formation 32d on its exterior
Surface, and when the magnets 32a are located in the desired
position relative to the yoke 32b, the magnets 32a engage
with the shoulder formation 32d, and thus further movement

of the magnets 32a relative to the yoke 32b is restricted and
the likelihood of the magnets 32a Slipping relative to the
yoke 32b during the moulding proceSS is reduced.
0.054 The yoke 32b is then placed around the bearing 36.
The bearing 36 is also provided with a radially outwardly
extending shoulder formation 36a on its exterior Surface,
and the yoke 32b is provided with a corresponding shoulder
formation 32c on its interior Surface. The shoulder forma

tions 36a, 32c are located Such that they engage when the
yoke 32b is in the desired position relative to the bearing 36,
the shoulder formations 36a, 32c thus restricting further
movement of the yoke 32b relative to the bearing 36, and
hence reducing the possibility of the yoke 32b Slipping
relative to the bearing 36 during the moulding process.
0055. By virtue of the provision of the shoulder forma
tions 36a, 32c, 32d there is no need to provide separate tools
to Support the magnets 32a and yoke 32b in the mould cavity
during the moulding process, and hence manufacture of the
rotor 26 is simplified.
0056 Fabricating a one piece rotor 26 and impeller 14 by
over moulding material ensures that, providing the bearing
36 is correctly located on the appropriate tool during the
moulding process, there will be concentricity of the impeller
14, rotor 26 and bearing 36, and that the magnets 32a and
yoke 32b are completely sealed from contact with fluid in
the rotor chamber 41, and therefore corrosion of the magnets
32a and yoke 32b is substantially prevented. This also
Simplifies construction of the rotor 26 as no fasteners are
required to retain the magnets 32a, yoke 32b and bearing 36
on the rotor 26.

0057 To enhance the sealing of the magnets 32a and
yoke 32b, at each end of the yoke 32b there is a step in the
interior surface of the yoke 32b which extends around the
entire circumference of the interior Surface, Such that end

portions of the interior Surface of the yoke 32b are spaced
from the bearing 36. Thus, during moulding of the polymeric
portion of the rotor 26, molten polymer is forced into and
fills these Spaces, and further assists in Sealing the magnets
32a and yoke 32b from fluid in the rotor chamber 41.
0.058. The partition plate 24 is made by pressure die
casting an appropriate aluminium alloy. AS the partition
plate 24 is in contact with fluid within the pump chamber 16,
if the pump is used to pump a fluid which is corrosive to
aluminium, for example if the pump is used in fuel cell
applications, then it is necessary to apply a corrosion resis
tant coating to the Surfaces in contact with pumped fluid.
Such a corrosion resistant coating may be applied by elec
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troless nickel plating for example. Rather than applying a
corrosion resistant coating, it is, of course, possible to make
the partition plate 24 from a corrosion resistant material Such
as StainleSS Steel, but a stainless Steel partition plate 24
would not only increase the cost and weight of the pump
assembly, but would also not provide Such an effective heat
Sink as an aluminium partition plate 24. The partition plate
24 may alternatively be made from a polymeric material.
0059. The static shaft in this example is machined from
Stainless Steel bar, but may be made from any other appro
priate material, Such as a ceramic, or polymer.
0060. Whilst the sealing part 40 could be integral with the
partition plate 24, in order to provide an effective heat Sink,
the partition plate 24 is preferably metallic. The Sealing part
40 is preferably made from a polymer, however, as Such a
material would have minimal effect on the magnetic fields
between the rotor 26 and the stator 28. Moreover, it is

desirable to minimise the gap between the rotor 26 and Stator
28, and thus the sealing part 40 should be as thin as possible.
In contrast, a thicker partition plate 24 is required to provide
Structural integrity and to act as an effective heat Sink, and
moulding a component with Such variation in Section thick
neSS can be problematic. Thus, in this example, the Sealing
part 40 is not integrally formed with the partition plate 24,
but is, instead, made by injection moulding a polymeric
material around the partition plate 24 and the shaft 34 to
form a one piece Sealing can assembly. The partition plate 24
and shaft 34 are located in mould tools which hold the parts
in position in the mould cavity during the injection moulding
process, and the Sealing part 40 is then overmoulded around
the attachment portion 24c of the partition plate 24 and the
shaft 34. In this example, the sealing part 40 is made from
0.5mm thick PPS. The sealing part 40 may, however, be
made from any other appropriate polymer, e.g. PPA.
0061. Overmoulding the sealing part 40 ensures that a
Substantially fluid tight Seal is provided between the Sealing
part 40 and the partition plate 24 and shaft 34, and thus
leakage of fluid from the rotor chamber 41 into the remain
der of the motor housing 22 is Substantially prevented.
0062) To enhance the sealing between the sealing part 40
and the shaft 34, the shaft is provided with two circumfer
ential grooves. During injection moulding of the Sealing part
40, molten polymer flows into and fills these grooves, and
thus, the grooves not only ensure that there is mechanical
locking of the shaft 34 relative to the sealing part 40, but that
there is a substantially fluid tight seal between these two
parts. Whilst in this example the sealing part 40 is over
moulded around the shaft 34, the shaft may, instead be
integral with the Sealing part 40.
0063) To enhance the sealing between the sealing part 40
and the partition plate 24, the attachment portion 24c pro
Vided with is axially extending castellations 24d at the free
end thereof, and an exterior Surface of the attachment 24c is

provided with two circumferential grooves 24e. During
Overmoulding of the Sealing part 40, molten polymer flows
into and fills the grooves 24e and the Spaces of the castel
lations 24d, and when the polymer Sets, this provides
mechanical locking of the Sealing part 40 relative to the
partition plate 24, and may assist in improving the Seal
between the partition plate 24 and the sealing part 40. The
use of both axial castellations 24d and radial grooves 24e
ensures that differential thermal expansion of the polymeric
sealing part 40 and metallic partition plate 40 can be
accommodated and a good Seal provided over a wide range
of temperatures and pressures.
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0064. The volute 20 is made from injection moulded
PPS, and the motor housing 22 is made by deep drawing
steel sheet to a thickness of 1.2 mm. Provision of a metallic

motor housing 22 ensures that heat from the Stator 28 may
be lost through the motor housing 22.
0065. The pump assembly 10 is then assembled by first
mounting the ECU 44 on the partition plate 24. The main
heat generating electrical or electronic motor control com
ponents are Slid into the recesses 24f around the attachment
portion 24c of the partition plate 24, and at least one Spring
clip 25 inserted into each receSS 24f to retain the components
in the recesses 24f The remainder of the partition plate 24
is provided with cast mounting features for attachment of
other portions of the ECU 44. Such features may, for
example, be axially extending pins which pass through
appropriate apertures in the ECU 44 and which are then
deformed to retain the ECU 44 on the partition plate 24. The
use of integral mounting features Simplifies assembly of the
pump assembly 10 as Separate fasteners are not required.
0.066 The stator 28 is then located around the sealing part
40. The exterior surface of the sealing part 40 is provided
with a plurality of axially extending locating ridges 46,
which are Spaced So as to fit into gaps between adjacent
cores of the Stator 28, and a plurality of axially extending
abutment ridges 48 which are located adjacent the partition
plate 24 and which engage with the Stator 28 to ensure that
the Stator is correctly aligned, radially and axially, with
respect to the Sealing part 40. The locating ridges 46 and
abutment ridges 48 not only ensure that the stator 28 is
correctly aligned, but also provide the Sealing part 40 with
Structural Stability without increasing the gap between the
rotor 26 and the stator 28.

0067. Whilst in this example, the location ridges 46 and
abutment ridges 48 are regularly Spaced around the Sealing
part 40, this need not be the case, and the ridges 46, 48 may
be unevenly Spaced on one or more of the ridges 46, 48 may
be different to the others to ensure that the stator 28 can only
be fitted in one particular orientation around the Sealing part
40.

0068. Once the stator 28 is in place, electrical connec
tions between the stator 28 and the ECU 44 are completed,
and the electrical filter 29 installed adjacent the stator 28.
The motor housing 22 is then placed around the stator 28, the
electrical connections between the ECU 44 and the external

electrical connectors 25 are completed and the motor hous
ing 22 bonded to the stator 28 using thermal adhesive. The
motor housing 22 extends around partition plate 24, and a
Sealing element, in this example an O-ring, is located
between the partition plate 24 and the motor housing 22 to
Substantially prevent ingreSS of dirt or moisture into the
motor housing 22.
0069. The rotor 26 and impeller 14 assembly is then
inserted into the rotor chamber 41 and the collar part 38
placed around the Static shaft 34 to prevent axial movement
of the rotor 26 relative to the shaft.

0070 Finally, an O-ring 50 is located in a groove around
the outer circumference of the partition plate 24 and the
volute 20 is mounted around the partition plate 24 Such that
the O-ring 50 provides a substantially fluid tight seal
between the partition plate 24 and the volute 20. Attachment
formations on the volute 20 engaged are with corresponding
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attachment formations on the motor housing 22 to retain the
volute 20 on the pump assembly 10.
0071. When used in this specification and claims, the
terms “comprises” and “comprising” and variations thereof
mean that the Specified features, Steps or integers are
included. The terms are not to be interpreted to exclude the
presence of other features, Steps or components.
We claim:

1. A pump assembly including an electric motor having a
Stator and a rotor, and one electrical or electronic motor

control component having a major Surface and at least one
minor Surface, the major Surface having a larger Surface area
than the minor Surface or Surfaces, wherein the electrical or

electronic motor control component is mounted Such that the
major Surface of the electrical or electronic motor control
component extends generally parallel to an axis of rotation
of the motor rotor.

2. A pump assembly according to claim 1 wherein the
electrical or electronic motor control component has a
longitudinal axis which extends generally parallel to the axis
of rotation of the motor rotor.

3. A pump assembly according to claim 1 wherein the
pump assembly includes a pump chamber in which is
mounted a pumping element, movement of the pumping
element in the pump chamber causing pumping of fluid in
the pump chamber, and a Sealing assembly which extends in
between the pump chamber and the motor Stator to prevent
fluid in the pump chamber from contacting the motor Stator,
the electronic control component being mounted on the
Sealing assembly.
4. A pump assembly according to claim 3 wherein at least
the portion of the Sealing assembly on which the electrical
or electronic motor control component is mounted is metal
lic.

5. A pump assembly according to claim 4 wherein the
portion of the Sealing assembly on which the electrical or
electronic motor control component is mounted is made
from aluminium.

6. A pump assembly according to claim 3 wherein the
portion of the Sealing assembly on which the electrical or
electronic motor control component is mounted is tubular
and encloses a generally cylindrical Space in which at least
a portion of the motor rotor is located.
7. A pump assembly according to claim 6 wherein the
electrical or electronic motor control component is mounted
on an exterior Surface of the Sealing assembly.
8. A pump assembly according to claim 3 wherein the
electrical or electronic motor control component is mounted
in an axially extending receSS provided in the Sealing
assembly.
9. A pump assembly according to claim 8 wherein the
receSS is a reentrant channel.

10. A pump assembly according to claim 8 wherein more
than one electrical or electronic motor control component is
located in a single receSS.
11. A pump assembly according to claim 8 wherein the
electrical or electronic motor control component is retained
in the receSS by means of a Spring clip.
12. A pump assembly according to claim 3 wherein the
portion of the Sealing assembly on which the electrical or
electronic motor control component is mounted is in contact
with fluid in or from the pump chamber.
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